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A low-power C W  microwave discharge at 2.45 GHz was used to produce XeO* 
excimer molecules. It was found that a total gas pressure between 5 and 20 Tort, 
absorbed power of about 20-100 W, and an oxygen-to-xenon ratio of 1 : 100 maxim- 
ized the XeO(IS-ID) green emission at 5200 to 5600,~. The XeO* emission 
appeared in the cooler parts of the discharge near the containment tube walls and 
in the electric field nodes of the TMot: resonant mode. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The metastable states of  atomic oxygen bound to ground state rare gas 
atoms have long been investigated. (~-14~ Of prime interest is the possible 
use of  atomic oxygen in high-energy-storage lasers. Heterogeneous excimers 
of  oxygen have repulsive, or nearly repulsive, ground states which in 
principle are ideal for lower laser levels. In the case of  the XeO laser, 
oscillation occurs between the ISo-~D2 states, the auroral line of  atomic 
oxygen at 5571 A, and the 1So-3p~ states, the transauroral  line at 2972 
(see Fig. 1 for a level diagram of atomic oxygen). In the presence of  rare 
gases, a rare-gas oxide excimer is formed and the emission is considerably 
broadened as well as shifted. (2'3"5'6) The fact that the 1D state can be 
deactivated rather quickly and that the ground state of  XeO is repulsive, 
along with other properties of  this system, make it an attractive candidate 
for a high-energy-storage laser. 

The most common methods of producing the rare-gas oxide include 
radiofrequency discharges (~'2) at 4 M H z ,  positive column discharges, (3) 
N20 photolysis, (4't2'~3~ Tesla-excited discharges, (5~ electron-beam 
discharges, (6-tl) and photoexcitation. (14) In many  of these studies total 
pressures of  greater than an atmosphere were required to effectively produce 
the XeO* because the dissociation of O2 and excitation of O(~S) required 
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Fig. 1. Energy levels of the ground configuration of atomic oxygen. Lifetimes of the metastable 
terms and approximate wavelengths of the lowest-order forbidden transitions are indicated. ~s~ 

the presence of  Xe2* molecules which are only formed at high pressures. 
For example,  in most of  the electron beam-excited discharges, the opt imum 
concentrations were found to be a fraction of  a percent of  02 (up to 5 Torr) 
and many  atmospheres of  xenon (up to 16 atm). In the radiofrequency- 
excited discharges, the most favorable oxygen concentration was found to 
be around 0.01-0.05% (1,2~ for total pressures of  about 100 Torr to an atmo- 
sphere, and in positive column studies (3~ total pressure of  3-5 Torr with 
about  0.5% oxygen were used. 

The objective of  this study was to investigate the production of the 
XeO* excimer using microwaves in an Asmussen resonant cavity which has 
been shown previously to produce high levels of  oxygen dissociation at 
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subatmospheric  pressures. (15) Steady-state excimer production as a function 
o f  power,  pressure, and rare-gas-to-oxygen ratio was obtained and opt imum 
ranges o f  these parameters will be discussed. 

2. Experimental Apparatus 

The experimental configuration o f  the discharge system is shown iv. 
Fig. 2. The plasma was contained within a 2.2 cm I.D. quartz discharge tube 
located coaxially within the resonant cavity. Research grade oxygen 
(>99 .997%) and xenon (>99.995%) were metered into a l-liter stainless 
steel cell for mixing. The pressure in the mixing cell was monitored with 
both a Pirani gauge and an absolute Heise mechanical  gauge. The xenon 
and oxygen mixture pressure in the discharge tube was also monitored with 
an absolute mechanical  gauge. 

Both the gas mixing and gas discharge legs o f  the gas-handling system 
were evacuated to a base pressure of  5 mTorr with an 11 CFM roughing 
pump certified for oxygen service. The total pressure within both legs of  
the gas-handling system was maintained at ~ arm or less and flowing as 
well as static capabilities were provided. 

The microwave source used was a M i c r o - N o w  magnetron oscillator 
which operated at 2.45 GHz.  Variable magnetron current control provided 
for cont inuously  adjustable power  output capabilities o f  0-500 W. The 
microwave source was protected from excessive reflected power by a coaxial 
circulator and dummy load. 
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Fig. 2. Experimentalconfiguration. 
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A coaxial dual-directional coupler was used to split off a fraction of 
both the forward traveling and backward traveling waves so that the incident 
and reflected power at the cavity could be monitored. These signals were 
then passed through 30-dB coaxial attenuators to the thermistor sensors of  
analog power meters. The output of  the dual-directional coupler was con- 
nected to the input adapter  on the microwave cavity coupling probe. The 
transmission loss of  the coaxial components was measured on a Hewlett- 
Packard 8510 Network Analyzer. The power meter readings were calibrated 
to take these losses into account when determining the forward and reflected 
power levels. The difference between the measured incident and reflected 
power levels was taken to be the power absorbed by the discharge. 

An Asmussen resonant cavity was formed from a brass pipe 17.8 cm 
I.D. A round plate, with a 5-cm-diameter hole in the center, soldered onto 
one end of  the pipe formed the fixed short. An adjustable short at the other 
end of  the cavity allowed for a variable resonant cavity length between 6 
and 16 cm. The coupling probe insertion depth was adjustable from about 
0 to 3.4 cm. By adjusting both the cavity length and the coupling probe 
insertion depth, different electromagnetic modes could be excited within 
the cavity. The two cavity modes milized in this study were the TM0t2 and 
TEoH modes which have the electric field patterns shown in Figs. 3a and 
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Fig. 3a. TMm2 electric field pattern showing the relative location of the neutral xenon and 
XeO* excimer emission. The excimer is produced in the nodes of the electric field and near 

the tube walls. 
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Fig. 3h. TEol ] electric field pattern showing the XeO* excimer production. The excimer is 
produced circumferentially near the tube walls. 

3b, respectively. A more detailed description of  the resonant cavity is given 
in Ref. 16. 

3. E X P E R I M E N T A L  RESULTS AND D I S C U S S I O N  

The discharge shape of the TMoJ2 plasma was such that by observing 
the discharge through the screened viewing port  in the .side of  the cavity, 
the purple /whi te  port ion of  the discharge due to the neutral xenon (verified 
by emission spectroscopy) was present in the high electric field regions. 
The green port ion of the discharge due to the XeO* excimer was found 
near the walls of  the discharge tube and in the nodes of  the electric field 
(see Fig. 3a) In the TEo1~ mode,  when the conditions were such that XeO* 
production was possible, the discharge was almost completely green but 
was brightest near the tube walls (see Fig. 3b). Looking axially down the 
discharge tube indicated that the center of  the tube was essentially void of  
the glowing part  of  the discharge and the emission was, in fact, a concen- 
trated ring near  the tube walls. Also the excimer emission was clearly more 
evident at the top and bot tom of the discharge tube. The excimer emission 
seemed to be preferentially excited near the electric field regions of  tow 
magnitude and large gradient, and was not rotationally symmetric. 
Obviously these azimuthal nonuniformities need to be removed if the whole 
discharge volume is going to be used as a laser gain medium. In general, 
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the discharge is bright enough to be used as a spectroscopic source, par- 
ticularly if apertures are used to select uniform regions of the discharge. 
The mechanisms of  the spatial nonuniformities are still under investigation. 

Emission spectroscopy was used to monitor the plasma performed over 
the range of  1600-8400 A. By monitoring select Xe(I) atomic emission lines, 
excimer continuum levels, and excimer vibrational band emission, relative 
changes in species production were measured. The emitted light was collec- 
ted with a short-focal-length lens placed at the end of  the long discharge 
tube such that all of  the light along the discharge tube was collected. The 
discharge emission was also examined perpendicular to the axis through 
the screened opening on the side of  the resonant cavity. The light was 
focused onto the entrance slit of  either a 0.25-m spectrograph or a 1-m 
spectrograph. The intensity was measured with an intensified optical multi- 
channel analyzer. 

A pure xenon discharge gave neutral xenon lines while a pure oxygen 
discharge produced O~- and a few N2 impurity lines [mainly N2(C3II-B3II)]. 
No atomic oxygen emission was observed. A yellow-green continuum due 
to NO2 formation from oxygen atoms and nitrogen impurities was observed 
at higher pressure mixes of  Xe + 02 and at higher 02 : Xe ratios. Depending 
upon discharge conditions, XeO* emission was observed for Xe : 02 ratios 
ranging from 10,000:1 to 1:1 and pressures from 5 to 50 Torr. Emission 
from the transauroral transition is shown in Fig. 4a as a broad continuum 
centered near 3100 ~ ,  and the auroral emission bands are shown in Figs. 4b 
and 4c progressing from -5150  to -5580  A. The vibrational level emission 
is observed; however, the rotational fine structure is not resolved due to 
the overlapping of the rotational bands at room temperatures and above. ~2~ 
The major line emissions between 3900 and 6500 A were due to neutral 
xenon. 

By monitoring a portion of  the green excimer emission spectrum relative 
to the underlying continuum while collecting the light in the axial direction, 
the XeO* emission intensity was investigated as a function of  pressure. 
With an absorbed power of  22 W the pressure response was monitored for 
each 02:  Xe mixture of  1 : 104, 1 : 103, 1 : 102, and 1 : 10 (see Fig. 5). The 1 : 100 
mix showed the highest excimer emission at about 10 Torr  and decreased 
with increasing pressure. The two rarer mixtures, 1 : 103 and 1 : 104, showed 
a relatively slow change over the 1-40 Torr  range. The excimer emission of  
the oxygen-rich 1:10 mixture dropped rapidly as the pressure increased 
and the discharge extinguished above 15 Torr. 

There are two possible explanations for the pressure dependence of  
the XeO* emission. The O(1S) state is more quickly deactivated by O and 
02 with a rate of 7.5 x 10 -12 and 3.6x 10 -13 c m a / s e c ,  respectively, ~17) com- 
pared to xenon, which has a deactivation rate of around 2 • 10 -15 cm3/sec. 
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Fig. 4a, Spectral emission of the XeO(]S-3p) transition in the UV. The cont inuum emission 
is shown to peak at ~3100 ,~. 
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Since the formation of  XeO* depends directly on the O(~S) concentration 
through the reaction 

O ( ~ S ) + X e + X e  --* X e O * + X e  (1) 

increased deactivation would decrease XeO* emission even if the Xe con- 
centration increased. Therefore for higher ratios of  O2:Xe mixtures there 
is more oxygen available to deactivate the O(~S) particularly as the overall 
pressure is increased. 

Obviously, the formation of XeO* also depends upon the amount  of  
dissociation of molecular  oxygen and the degree of  excitation of the resulting 
oxygen atoms. As discussed in Ref. 15, the degree of dissociation occurring 
in microwave discharges decreases at pressures above about 8 Torr mainly 
because of wall recombinat ion 

1 O ~ ~O2 (2) 

and volume recombinat ion 

O + O + M  --* O 2 + M  (3) 

where M can be 02, O, or Xe. The main mechanism of O(~S) production 
is either through electron impact excitation 

e + O  -* O ( 1 S ) + e  

or energy transfer with rnetastable xenon atoms 

X e * + O  --~ Xe+O(~S)  

(4) 

(5) 

The excitation of xenon metastables as well as excitation of  xenon levels 
which undergo allowed transitions are also assumed to occur via electron 
impact  excitation. This should increase with pressure and electron density 
but, as is seen in Fig. 6, the emission from the allowed atomic xenon 
transition at 4671/~ decreases dramatically with increasing pressure. It is 
well known that the volume of  the plasma excited by a microwave resonant 
cavity changes with changing pressure and power. (18) Atomic oxygen 
emission as well as 02 + emission is typically not observed for xenon/oxygen  
discharges. So, under  most  discharge conditions with a 1:100 mix, the 
atomic oxygen is either quickly lost due to recombinat ion reactions (2) and 
(3) or used in the product ion of  XeO* via reaction (1). Since xenon excitation 
and atomic oxygen product ion are dependent  upon electron impact  proces- 
ses (4) and (5), it is difficult to determine the exact excitation and relaxation 
mechanisms and hence the fractional energy deposition without knowing 
the volume of  the p lasma or the electron density. 

For higher O2:Xe ratios it was more difficult to sustain the discharge 
because, in general, it takes more power to sustain a discharge of  a molecular 
gas compared  to the amount  needed to sustain the same amount  of  a rare 
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Fig. 6. Neutral xenon 4671 A emission intensity as a function of pressure at a constant power 
of 22 W for the 02: Xe mixture ratios indicated. 

gas, particularly as the pressure is increased. Therefore, as the molecular 
oxygen concentration becomes substantial, it takes more and more power 
to keep the discharge going, until the incoming power can no longer maintain 
breakdown. This is due to the fact that molecular gases have more energy 
pathways such as dissociation, rotational and vibrational excitation, etc., 
to be included in the overall energy balance of the system. Therefore, at 
higher partial pressures of  02, it is more difficult to maintain the discharge. 

An interesting effect was observed when the discharge was taken to a 
high pressure ( - 5 0  Torr) and then reduced in pressure to about 10-30 Torr 
by letting some of the gas mixture out through the vacuum system. The 
XeO* emission increased to levels above that normally found at these 
pressures; the XeO* emission intensity remained fairly large as the flow 
was reduced to zero, where it then decreased to the optimum steady-state 
intensities, i.e., static discharge conditions. It is possible that the electric 
field pattern may change or some convective cooling may occur which could 
change the temperature-dependent rates of  formation. 

The ratio of the green XeO* emission to the xenon emission at 4671 
is shown as a function of  pressure in Fig. 7. Note that the XeO*-to-Xe ratio 
is approximately the same for all mixes and is approximately constant for 
pressures greater than 10 Torr. 

The XeO* production for the 1 : 100 mixture ofO2 : Xe increased slightly 
for absorbed power in the 20-60 W range and then decreased slightly, as 
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is seen in Fig. 8. The XeO* emission increased with increasing power for 
the 1 : 10 emission although the yellow green glow due to NO2 production 
may have added to the XeO* signal for large powers. Power did not greatly 
affect the rare mixes of  oxygen to xenon. Again the volume of the plasma 
tended to increase for higher powers to keep the power density approxi- 
mately constant. C~8) On the other hand, the Xe emission steadily increased 
with increasing power, as shown in Fig. 9, except for the case of the rarest 
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oxygen-to-xenon mixture of  1 : 10,000. The total pressure was kept constant 
at 10 Torr for this study and, therefore, as the amount  of  02 is increased 
with increasing O2/Xe ratio, the amount  of  xenon decreases. Therefore the 
rarer mixtures of  O2:Xe would be expected to give a larger overall xenon 
emission signal due to the fact that these mixtures contained larger partial 
pressures of  Xe. The overall ratio of  XeO* to Xe is shown in Fig. 10 as a 
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function of power and, as can be seen, this ratio is fairly insensitive to 
power, except for the 1 : 100 mix, where the Xe O* /Xe  ratio monotonically 
decreases with increasing power. Note that the decrease in the XeO*/Xe  
ratio for the 1 : 100 mix is due to an increase in Xe(I)  emission with increasing 
power, seen in Fig. 9, and is no t  due to a decrease in XeO* emission, since, 
as seen in Fig. 8, the XeO* emission remains constant with power. 

The xenon electronic temperature,  found by comparing the line 
intensities at 4501 and 4671 ~ ,  is given as a function of pressure in Fig. 1to 
As the pressure increased, the electronic temperature  stayed about the same 
for all the gas mixtures except for the 1:100 mixture where it increased 
with pressure. At this mixture the amount  of  XeO* is large, which may 
indicate that when the XeO* collisionally dissociates, one of  the xenon 
atoms may be left in an excited state rather than the ground state as follows: 

X e O * + X e  --* O + X e + X e *  (6) 

As a function of power the electronic temperature decreased slightly 
although this is probably within the limits of  the accuracy of this technique 
(see Fig. 12). 

The exact degree of  dissociation of molecular  oxygen is unknown at 
this time. In a similar microwave system, 100% dissociation was produced 
in pure oxygen discharges at 8-16 Torr with 500 W of absorbed power. In 
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xenon/oxygen discharges of  the same pressure but lower power, emission 
from either atomic oxygen or 02 § was rarely observed. Due to the lack of  
prominent emission from neutral molecular oxygen, it is difficult to even 
estimate the degree of dissociation. However, at 20 Torr and 293 K (very 
little heating was seen at 22 W), the maximum number of oxygen atoms 
available assuming 100% dissociation is 1.3 • 1016 c m  -3.  m threshold inver- 
sion population of  about 5 x 1013 was calculated for a photolytically pumped 
laser (12) assuming typical laser losses. This photolytically pumped laser (12) 
produced a population inversion of about 1 x 1014 cm -3 and measured a 
small signal gain of  3.5 x 10 -3 cm -1. A microwave-pumped XeO laser could 
produce similar results if even a modest degree of dissociation could be 
achieved and if the problem of discharge spatial nonuniformity could be 
resolved. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Maximum XeO* production was observed using emission spectroscopy 
at an O2:Xe ratio of 1 : 100, a total pressure of  5-20 Torr, and 20-100 W of 
absorbed power. The most intense XeO* emission occurred near the dis- 
charge tube walls of the TEon mode and near the walls and in the nodes 
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of the TMo12 electric field resonant mode structure. Higher-pressure dis- 
charges reduced XeO* production due to collisional deactivation of the 
0(1S) state as well as reduced degree of dissociation. 
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